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Solution to Q48 

There is an error in the solution. The third item is incorrect and is NOT an indication of an 

impairment: 

 
 

Question 78 and solution to Q78 

There are is an error in both the question and the solution. Option 3 should read ‘2 and 3 only’ and 

this is the correct answer. 

 

 



 
 

Solution to Question 121 

In the solution to the question Jetsam Co the answer is correct but there is an error in the 

workings, as shown below. 

 
     
  
   

     
  
   

     
 $ 
   

     
 Depreciation for the year 
   

     
 100,650/10 
   

     
 10,065 
   

     
 Finance cost for the year 
   

     
 100,650 × 8% 
   

     
   8,052 
   

     
 Total charge for the year 
   

     
  
   

     
  18,117 
   

 
Apportion for the year as acquired part way through the accounting period. 

1 April – 31 December = 9 months so 9/12 × $18,117 = $13,588 

 

 

Solution to Q125 

The solution states that the answer is 3,863,000 but it should be 6,863,000. 

 

Question 166-166 and solution Q165-166 

There are is an error in both the question and the solution. The solution to Q165 rounds the answer 

to the nearest $’000 instead of the nearest $ and the distractor in Q166 is incorrect. 

 



 
 
Question 197 and solution to Q197 

In the question Maitlis the multiple choice options should so as follows: 

 

Amount Profit or loss 

o $43,000 Loss 

o $9,000 Profit 

o $34,000 Loss 

o $88,000 Profit 

 

In the solution it should state: 

 

The correct answer is: $9,000 Profit 

 

Question 211 Scenario information 

There are errors relating to the dates in the scenario for item (ii). It should read as follows: 

 

(2) Hemlock Co sold a machine to Poisson SA, a French company which it agreed to invoice in €. 
The sale was made on 1 July 20X3 for €250,000. €155,000 was received on 1 August 20X3 
and the balance is due on 1 October 20X3. 

 
 The exchange rate moved as follows: 
 1 July 20X3 – €0.85 to $1 
 1 August 20X3 – €0.84 to $1 
 30 September 20X3 – €0.79 to $1 
 

Q211 should say: 

 
 Calculate the gain or loss on the receivable due to Hemlock Co from Poisson SA at 30 

September 20X3? 
 
  $10,659 gain 
  $10,659 loss 
  $28,844 gain 
  $28,844 loss 

 



Solution to Q211 

The solution should read as follows: 

 

The correct answer is: $10,659 gain. 

 

This is calculated as follows: 

 

 € $ 

Initial sale translated at the exchange rate at the transaction date: 

€0.85:$1 

250,000 294,118 

Monies received on 1 August at €0.84:$1 (155,000) (184,524) 

Balance outstanding 95,000 109,594 

Retranslate receivable at year end as it is a monetary asset at 

€0.79:$1 

95,000 120,253 

Gain on receivable  10,659 
 

Question 264 Zebra 

The solution is correct. The answer goes on to explain what the NCI would be at acquisition if it 

was measured using the proportionate method and this calculate is incorrect.  

 

The calculation should read: 25% × ($2,000,000 + 1,770,000) = $942,500 

 
 

 



Question 265 Platinum Co 

The solution is incorrect and should say: 

 

The correct answer is: $180,000 

 

The working is however correct: 

 

 
 

Question 293 Nedburg Co 

 

The requirement should read: 

 

Using the pull-down list available, what amount will appear under ‘cash flows from 

financing activities’ in the statement of cash flows of Nedburg Co for the year ended 30 

September 20X2? 

 

In the question the pull-down list should read: 

$740 million 

$500 million 

$260 million 

$160 million 

 

In the solution it should state:  

 

The correct answer is $260 million 

 



 
 

A bonus issue does not result in a cash flow.  It has no net effect on the total of share capital and 

share premium as share capital will increase by 100 (500/0.5 × 1/10) and share premium will 

decrease by the same amount. 

 
Solution to Q329 Gold Co 
In the solution to the goodwill calculation the consideration is measured using the share price of 

the parent’s shares at the date of acquisition, i.e. $8.  The calculation is correct, however the 

formula incorrectly shows $8.40.  

 

The working should read 90% × 16,000 × 3/5 × $8 = $69,120. 
 

 
 

Question 334 Laurel Co 

 

In the question note (2) should read: 

 

Laurel Co acquired 60% 70% of the ordinary share capital of Stan Co for $140m on 1 January 

20X7 when the retained earnings of Stan Co were $42m. 

 

The group structure in W1 also needs amending as shown below: 

 

 
 

  

Issue of shares $m

Share capital and premium b/f (500+100) 600

Bonus issue - no net effect

Cash received (bal) 500

Share capital and premium b/f (750+350) 1100

Dividends paid

Retained earnings b/f 1740

Profit for the year 480

Dividend paid (bal) -240

Retained earnings c/f 1980

Cash inflow from financing activities (500 - 240) 260



 

Solution to Q340 Print Co 

 

The total of trade and other payables should read 3,820 not 3,920. 

 

 
 

Question 346 and solution to Q346 Flamingo  

The year end in the requirement and solution should state 30 June 20X2 not 31 December 20X2. 

 

Solution to Mock Exam 1 Q12 

 

In the solution the “x 30%” next to the Profit for the year should not be there. 

 
 

Solution to Mock Exam 2 Q12 

 

The question is correct, but the solution is not. 

 

The solution should state: 

 

The correct answers are: 

The rate that existed on the day that the purchase or sale took place. 

The rate that existed at the end of the accounting period. 

An average rate for the year, provided there have been no significant fluctuations 

throughout the year 

 

Solution to Mock Exam 3 Q3 

 

The question and solution are correct, but there is an error in the solution working as follows: 

 



 
 

Mock Exam 4 question 7  

 

The first line is missing the amount of the grant that was received.  It should state that ‘Pootle Co 

received a government grant of $60,000 on 1 September 20X4’. 

 

  



Mock Exam 4 Q31 Treats Co 

 

In part (a) of the questions the ratios are showing in the question itself, but they should only be 

shown in the solution. 

 

In the solution to part (a) the calculation of the receivables collection period should include ‘x 365’ 

as shown below. 

 

 
 

Solution to Mock Exam 4 Q32 Perd Co 

 

The solution should show how the unrealised profit figure was calculated, as follows: 

 

$9,000 x 25/125 x 1/3 = $600. 


